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Abstract. In the present paper we describe the participation of the
ATC team at the IroSvA 2019 shared task at IberLEF 2019, which is
focused on Irony Detection in Spanish Variants, addressing its identification as a classical binary classification task. The approach is mainly
oriented in performing a preliminary test of the importance of morphosyntactic information in the task of irony detection. For this reason,
we exploited a straightforward methodology: a Support Vector Classifier
with a linear kernel, combined with shallow features based on morphology
and dependency syntax. For the representation of such kind of knowledge we relied on the application on the data of the well-known Universal
Dependencies format.
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1

Introduction

The recognition of irony and the identification of pragmatic and linguistic devices
that activate it are known as very challenging tasks to be performed by both humans or automatic tools [14,15,16,19,20]. The presence of ironic devices in a text
can change the polarity of an opinion expressed with positive words for intending a negative meaning. This can significantly undermine systems’ accuracy and
makes crucial the development of irony-aware systems [2,5,8,9,10,12,21,22,26,27].
The growing interest in this task is attested by the proposal of shared tasks
focusing on irony detection and its impact on sentiment analysis in social media
[11], in the context of periodical evaluation campaigns for NLP tools for many
languages, see for instance the pilot task on irony detection proposed for Italian
in SENTIPOLC at EVALITA, in the 2014 and 2016 editions [1,3] and the related
task proposed for French at DEFT at TALN 2017 [4]. For what concerns English,
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after a first task at SemEval-2015 (i.e. Task 11) focusing on Sentiment Analysis
of Figurative Language in Twitter [8], in 2018 a shared task on irony detection
in tweets has been proposed (SemEval-2018 Task 3: Irony detection in English
tweets) [25]. The setting proposed for the Semeval-2018 is an indication of the
growing interest for a deeper analysis of the linguistic phenomena underlying
ironic expressions. Such kind of deeper analysis naturally calls for the definition
and the exploitation of schemes allowing the annotation of finer-grained features
and resources in order to hopefully improve the performance of automatic systems in this especially challenging task. For instance, an especially fine-grained
annotation format for irony is the one proposed in Karoui et al. [13], concerning French, Italian and English. The same scheme has later been applied on a
larger Italian corpus twittirò [6]. The resulting annotated corpus has been exploited as reference dataset within the context of the IronITA shared task at the
EVALITA 2018 evaluation campaign on Irony and Sarcasm Detection in Italian
Tweets.
In this paper we describe our submission at the IroSvA 2019 shared task
[17], which focused on Irony Detection in Spanish Variants. In particular, for
testing hypotheses about the involvement of morphology and syntax in figurative
language phenomena, what we propose here is an investigation focused on these
deep levels of representation and their usefulness for modeling irony in social
media in a computational perspective.

2

Task Description

The task is structured into three subtasks, each one for predicting whether messages are ironic or not in three different variants of the Spanish language, i.e.
those spoken respectively in Spain, Mexico and Cuba. The aim is that of investigating whether a short message, written in the Spanish language, is ironic or
not with respect to a given context.
Table 1. Data distribution.
Training
ironic not-iro
Spain (es)
800 1,600
Mexico (mx) 800 1,600
Cuba (cu)
800 1,600
7,200

Test
ironic not-iro
200
400
200
400
200
400
1,800

The organizers provided a different training and test set for each Spanish variant
where the items are distributed as shown in Table 1. The Spanish and Mexican
sets are composed by tweets, while the set from Cuba included news comments.
As far as the distribution of irony, each training set contained 800 ironic and
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1,600 not ironic texts. The same proportion of 33%-66% has been also maintained
in the test set, counting respectively 200 ironic and 400 not-ironic texts in each
subset.

3

Methodology

Because of our interest in features related to syntax and their contribution in
figurative language detection, we didn’t take into account lexical features also
considering that they can be too much influenced by the involved Spanish varieties. Therefore, we trained our automatic system on the three datasets altogether (7,200 texts) and tested the same model on the three different test sets,
regardless of the three variants of Spanish.
3.1

Preprocessing

We applied two preprocessing steps: the stripping of URLs from texts all normalized to lowercase letters, and the morpho-syntactic analysis. We trained indeed
the UDPipe (which includes tokenization, Part of Speech tagging and parsing)
on the UD Spanish-GSD corpus for generating for each item of the dataset a
CoNLL-U tree in Universal Dependencies (UD) format, the de facto standard
for dependency-based syntactic representations.
3.2

The ATC System

After having performed experiments with Random Forest, Decision Trees and
Support Vector Machine, we finally implemented our system with a linear kernel
with the last classifier, which resulted the best performing one. We propose a
straightforward approach with two different types of features: a) common “baseline” features, widely explored in sentiment analysis tasks and in irony detection
tasks too; and b) new syntactic “dependency-based” features. Our novel contribution mainly consists in the exploitation of these latter features to create vectorial
representations of texts; all them (listed in point b) have been made available
thanks to the application of the UDpipeline and the subsequent generation of
the dependency trees corresponding to the items of the datasets. Figure 1 shows
a tweet where the UD format has been applied (Translation: I have launched a
reporter into the air and they do not fly... ).
a) Baseline features
• Bag of Words (BoW): each tweet was pre-processed to convert it to lowercase
letters. Then we extracted unigrams, bigrams and trigrams to create a binary
representation
• Bag of Char-grams (BoC): we considered the sequence of char-grams in a range
from 2 to 5 characters.
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b) Dependency-based features
• Bag of Dependency Relations (BoDeprel): following the approach described by
Ghanem et al. [7], we considered the sets from 5 to 7 dependency relations as
occurring in the linear order of the sentence from left to right.

punct
conj
root
nmod
obj
aux

case
det

cc
det

advmod

punct

AUX VERB DET NOUN ADP DET NOUN CCONJ ADV VERB PUNCT SYM
He lanzado un relator a
el
aire
y
no vuelan
...

Fig. 1. Example of dependency tree.

• Bag of SyntaxPath’s Word Forms (Path Form): starting from the intuition
of Sidorov et al. [23,24] we created a Bag of Word Forms (tokens), considering
the bi-grams that can be collected following the syntactic tree structure (rather
than the bi-grams that can be collected reading the sentence from left to right).
For instance, the Path Form corresponding to the sentence in Figure 1 includes
[’lanzado’, ’he’], [’lanzado’, ’relator’], [’relator’, ’un’], [’relator’, ’aire’], [’aire’, ’a’],
[’aire’, ’el’], [’lanzado’, ’vuelan’], [’vuelan’, ’y’], [’vuelan’, ’no’], [’vuelan’, ’...’].
• Bag of SyntaxPath’s Deprels (Path Deprel): we created a Bag of Deprels, collecting the dependency relations occurring in the structure of the syntactic tree,
i.e. following the syntactic paths, thus creating a vectorial space based on bigrams, combining dependency relations in pairs. For instance, the Path Deprel
corresponding to the sentence in Figure 1 includes [’root’, ’aux’], [’root’, ’punct’],
[’root’, ’conj’], [’conj’, ’cc’], [’conj’, ’advmod’], [’conj’, ’punct’], [’root’, ’obj’],
[’obj’, ’det’], [’obj’, ’nmod’], [’nmod’, ’case’], [’nmod’, ’det’].
The system is available at: https://github.com/AleT-Cig/ATC_IroSvA_2019.

4

Results

In Table 2 we show our official results in comparison with the four baselines proposed by the organizers. We can observe how, on average, our dependency-based
approach performs better than shallow lexical techniques, such as word n-grams,
but is not stronger than more refined approaches, such as those implemented in
the neural-network based approach of word2vec and LDSE [18].
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Table 2. Official results and baselines obtained over the test set.

LDSE
W2V
Word nGrams
MAJORITY
ATC

ES
0.6795
0.6823
0.6696
0.4000
0.6512

MX
0.6608
0.6271
0.6196
0.4000
0.6454

CU
0.6335
0.6033
0.5684
0.4000
0.5941

AVG
0.6579
0.6376
0.6192
0.4000
0.6302

A fine-grained observation of results shows that our system performs better
on the Spanish and Mexican datasets (Favg es = 0.6512, Favg mx = 0.6454)
and slightly worse in the Cuban variety (Favg cu = 0.5941). We recall this is
connected to the nature of the datasets, in fact, the first two are composed by
tweets while the Cuban dataset is composed by news comments which may be
featured by a slightly different syntactical structure.

5

Conclusions

In this paper we presented an overview of the ATC submission for the IroSvA
2019 shared task on Irony Detection in Spanish Variants at IberLEF 2019. We
participated to the shared task by submitting one single system for the detection
of irony in Spanish, Mexican and Cuban texts with a view to testing the suitability of the features we engineered across different datasets of Spanish variants
based on syntactic knowledge.
Our approach, chiefly based on morphological and dependency-based syntactic features, proved to perform better than straightforward baselines, such as
word n-grams and majority voting, and also to be able to provide in-line results
with respect to stronger baselines based on word2vec semantic representation
and the LDSE system [18].
The results show that focusing on syntactic features, namely Bag of SyntaxPath’s Word Forms and Bag of SyntaxPath’s Deprels (i.e. the novel contribution
of our work), produced a good contribution to the Irony Detection task in Spanish Variants. Considering that the results seem quite promising, and that the
dependency-based features deserves a finer-grained study, in future work we will
further investigate them observing their behavior in other tasks related to sentiment analysis. In particular, thanks to the great adaptability of the UD format
across different languages, we plan to test these new features in a multilingual
scenario too.
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